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ON THE LOG-PICARD FUNCTOR FOR ALIGNED
DEGENERATIONS OF CURVES
ALBERTO BELLARDINI
Abstract. We show that a particular subfunctor of the relative logarithmic
Picard functor for families of aligned, log semistable curves over a regular base
scheme and smooth over an open dense subscheme of the base is representable
by a smooth algebraic space which is slightly more separated than the classical
relative Picard functor. We show the existence of its maximal separated quo-
tient and give a new functorial interpretation in terms of logarithmic geometry
for the Ne´ron model of the relative Picard functor of the smooth locus when
we restrict to transversal pull backs from spectra of discrete valuation rings.
We also show that aligned degenerations are log cohomologically flat.
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Introduction
In this work we study the representability of the log Picard functor associated
to families of log semistable curves (defined in 1.5). For aligned, log semistable
degenerations of smooth curves we relate this functor with the Ne´ron model of the
associated relative Picard functor of the smooth locus. In the literature the notion
of Ne´ron models it is usually considered in the case where the base scheme is one
dimensional. For us a Ne´ron model is defined as follows.
Definition 0.1. Let S be a scheme, U be a schematically dense open subset of
S and X be an algebraic space over U which is smooth over U . A Ne´ron model
for X over S is a smooth and separated algebraic space N/S together with an
isomorphism X ∼= NU satisfying the following universal property: let T → S be a
smooth morphism of algebraic spaces and f : TU → X be any U -morphism then
there exists a unique S-morphism F : T → N such that F |U = f .
In the definition we don’t require that the Ne´ron model is of finite type. By a
recent work of D. Holmes ([Ho14]) it is known that given a family of nodal curves
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over a regular base which is smooth over a schematically dense open subscheme of
the base and with regular total space then the jacobian of the curve on the smooth
locus admits a Ne´ron model if and only if the labelled graphs of the fibers satisfy a
combinatorial condition called alignment (see definition 1.8 and theorem 1.10).
As far as we know the logarithmic Picard functor this was firstly introduced by
Kajiwara in the paper [Kaj] for log curves without self intersection over a field. A
relative version of this functor for semistable families with fibers of any dimension
was studied by M.C. Olsson in [Ol04] where a representability result is proved under
a condition which we call in definition 2.4 log cohomological flatness. It is not
clear to us under which general assumptions log cohomological flatness is satisfied
for families having fibers of dimension at least 2. In theorem 2.10 we show that
for semistable families of curves the notion of alignment implies log cohomological
flatness. We use this to give a logarithmic interpretation for the Ne´ron model of the
relative Picard functor of the smooth locus. To be more precise given a morphism
of log schemes f : (X,MX)→ (S,MS) we define
Pic
log,[0]
X/S
to be the e´tale sheafification on the big e´tale site of S of the functor of isomorphism
classes of MgpX -torsors such that the contracted product with the sheaf M
gp
X is
isomorphic to the trivial M
gp
X -torsor e´tale locally on S. If S is the spectrum of a
discrete valuation ring and f : X → S is a morphism of schemes we have a canonical
log structure induced from the special fiber. In particular we get in a canonical way
a morphism of log schemes
f † : (X,M †X)→ (S,M
†
S)
where M †X and M
†
S are the special fiber log structures. When S is the spectrum of
a discrete valuation ring we will always denote with (−)† the log structure induced
from the special fiber. We define
Piclog,†X/S
as the e´tale sheafification of the functor classifying isomorphism classes of M †,gpX -
torsors. Having introduced these notations (see also 2.5 and 2.12 for more details)
we can state the main result of this paper.
Theorem 0.2 (Theorem 2.13, corollary 2.14). Let (S,MS) be a log scheme such
that S is regular. Assume that the log structure MS is trivial on a schematically
dense open U ⊂ S. Let
f : (C,MC)→ (S,MS)
be a proper, special, log semistable curve over S (see definition in 1.4), strict over
U . If the underlying family of schemes C/S is aligned then
(1) the maximal separated quotient Qlog of Pic
log,[0]
C/S is an algebraic space and
if C is regular this is a Ne´ron model for PicCU/U in the sense of definition
0.1;
(2) the algebraic space Qlog has the property that for any discrete valuation ring
V and morphism T = Spec(V )→ S mapping the generic point to the open
U there is a canonical isomorphism of group functors
QlogT
∼= Pic
log,†
CT /T
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Furthermore given a proper nodal curve over the spectrum of a discrete valuation
ring T with smooth generic fiber Cη then the sheaf Pic
log,†
C/T is representable by an
algebraic group which is smooth and separated over T . If C is regular then Piclog,†C/T
is the Ne´ron model of PicCη/η.
Over discrete valuation rings, where alignment is automatic, there is a naive way
to understand the fact that the maximal separated quotient of the relative Picard
functor is at least a subgroup of the relative logarithmic Picard functor computed
with the special fiber log structure. It is known that for the relative Picard functor
over discrete valuation rings the obstruction to being separated comes from line
bundles arising from divisors concentrated in the special fiber. If one considers the
log structure coming from the divisor of the special fiber, one sees that the tran-
sition functions describing the Cˇech 1-cocycles of these particular line bundles are
naturally sections of the sheaf in groups which is the groupification of the sheaf of
the log structure. In particular they can be interpreted as different trivializations
of the trivial torsor under this group. If we consider isomorphism classes of torsors
under this group, these line bundles define the same isomorphism class, namely
the one of the trivial torsor. In other words these line bundles become trivial as
logarithmic torsors. This naive idea can be made more precise and natural by using
cohomological methods.
We don’t know how to control the representability using the natural generaliza-
tion of the notion of the “special fiber log structure” to families where the base
has dimension greater than one. The notion of special log structure introduced
by Olsson (which does not coincide with the log structure induced by the special
fiber for families over discrete valuation rings) produces a better control instead.
Anyway these two log structures have a natural comparison map for families over
discrete valuation rings and this can be used to prove part the previous theorem.
Unfortunately we are not able to find non aligned log cohomologically flat examples.
Beside the fact that this functor is closely related to the Ne´ron model of the
jacobian of these curves, we want to give another motivation about the reason
for which we care about it. In [B14] we studied compactifications for jacobians of
singular curves having at worst nodal singularities by relating the construction given
by Oda and Seshadri in [O-S] with the Relatively Complete Models of D. Mumford,
G. Faltings and C.-L. Chai as presented in [F-C]. In particular we were able to
recover and uniformize, in a modular way, some coarse moduli spaces of T. Oda
and C.S. Seshadri, without using geometric invariant theory, and we have a functor
for the uniformizing object. Here the word “some” means that we can do this only
for particular choices of the polarization one uses to construct the compactified
jacobians of T. Oda and C.S. Seshadri. The sheaves we used to uniformize the
compactified jacobians naturally correspond to certain logarithmic torsors and we
used the formalism of log geometry to give functoriality to our construction. In
particular we showed that the sheaves we obtained have a natural interpretation in
terms of the logarithmic Picard functor of a certain analytic covering of the curves.
In this paper we generalize the representability result 5.0.5 given in [B14] for curves
over discrete valuation rings.
This paper is structured as follows. In the first section we recall facts that we
need from logarithmic geometry and the notion of aligned curves. In section 2.1 we
characterize log cohomological flatness in terms of e´taleness of the natural morphism
from the relative Picard functor to the relative log Picard functor (theorem 2.7).
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Section 2.2 contains the main results of the paper. Namely in theorem 2.10 it
is stated that speciality and alignment imply log cohomological flatness and the
representability Pic
log,[0]
C/S by a smooth algebraic space. Finally theorem 2.13 relates
this functor with the Ne´ron model of the relative Picard functor of the generic fiber.
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1. Preliminaries in log geometry
1.1. Log semistable curves. Standard facts about log geometry can be found in
[K], we recall here some definitions from the paper [Ol04] that we need in this work.
Definition 1.1. Given a separably closed field k, a scheme X over k is called a
semistable variety if for any geometric point x¯ ∈ X there exists an e´tale neighbor-
hood (U, u) and positive integers 0 ≤ m ≤ n such that U is e´tale over
Spec(k[X1, . . . , Xn]/(X1 · · · · ·Xm))
and the point u is sent to the point corresponding to the ideal (X1, . . . , Xn).
We want to given a logarithmic version of this notion. Given a log structureMX
on a scheme X we have always an exact sequence of sheaves in monoids
0→ O×X →MX →MX → 0
The sheaf MX is usually called the characteristic of the log structure MX .
Definition 1.2. A log smooth morphism f : (X,MX)→ (S,MS) is called essen-
tially semistable if for each geometric point x¯ → X the monoids (f−1MS)x¯ and
MX,x¯ are free and there exist isomorphisms (f
−1MS)x¯ ∼= Nr and MX,x¯ ∼= Nr+s
such that the induced map
(f−1MS)x¯ →MX,x¯
is “multidiagonal”, i.e. one can choose coordinates such that in these coordinates
the morphism is given by
1i →
{
1i if i 6= r
1r+1 + · · ·+ 1s if i = r
where 1i denotes the vector with zero everywhere and 1 in the i-th entry.
Remark 1.3. Essentially semistable morphism are automatically flat and vertical
([OlU, 2.3]). Vertical means that the cokernel of the map
f∗MS →MX
is a sheaf of groups.
Let f : (X,MX) → (S,MS) be an essentially semistable morphism. For any
geometric point s¯ ∈ S let I(MS,s¯) be the set of irreducible elements in MS,s¯.
Define
Conn(Xs¯) := { connected components of the singular locus of Xs¯} .
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Since f is essentially semistable then there is a morphism
sXs¯ : Conn(Xs¯)→ I(MS,s¯)
given by sending a component to the unique irreducible element whose image in
MX,x is not irreducible, where x is a point in the chosen component.
Definition 1.4. An essentially semistable morphism of log schemes
f : (X,MX)→ (S,MS)
is called special at a geometric point s¯ ∈ S if the previous map
sXs¯ : Conn(Xs¯)→ I(MS,s¯)
induces a bijection between the set of connected components of the singular locus
of Xs¯ and I(MS,s¯). A morphism is called special if it is special at every geometric
point of S.
General facts about special morphisms are given in [OlU]. We want to describe
more precisely the fibers of special morphisms. Assume for simplicity that the
scheme S is the spectrum of a field and that
f : (X,MX)→ (S,MS)
is special. There is an isomorphism, induced by sX ,
MS ∼= N
Conn(X)
Given c ∈ Conn(X) one defines the subsheaves of “the branches at c”
MX ⊃M c :=
{
sections m of MX s.t. e´tale locally ∃ a section n of MX
with m+ n is a multiple of sX(c)
}
The preimage in MX of these sheaves gives subsheaves Mc of MX . One recovers
the log structure using the previous sheaves by push-out over O×X , i.e. there is an
isomorphism
MX ∼=
⊕
c∈Conn(X),O×X
Mc
There is also another way to see these sheaves. A connected component correspond-
ing to a c ∈ Conn(X) is set theoretically defined e´tale locally around a point x by
the closed given by an ideal of the form
(1.1) Jc = (x1 · · · xˆj · · ·xr)
r
j=1
where xˆj means that we substitute the function xj with 1 in the product. One
considers the blowup of X along Jc
νc : X˜c → X
and shows ([Ol04, 2.15]) that there is an isomorphism
Mc ∼= νc,∗N
Locally if x¯ is a closed point of X with preimage x1, . . . , xr in X˜c then there is an
isomorphism
M c,x¯
∼
→
⊕
xi
Nxi
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Definition 1.5. We call a log smooth, proper, integral and vertical morphism of
log schemes
f : (X,MX)→ (S,MS)
whose geometric fibers are connected, one dimensional and semistable a log semistable
curve.
Remark 1.6. Observe that a log semistable curve is flat and cohomologically flat
in dimension zero by remark 2.2.
Remark 1.7. Given a log smooth, proper, integral and vertical morphism
f : (X,MX)→ (S,MS)
such that the geometric fibers are semistable it is always possible to change the log
structure, i.e. find M ♯X on X and M
♯
S on S, in an unique way (up to isomorphism)
such that the induced morphism
f ♯ : (X,M ♯X)→ (S,M
♯
S)
is special ([OlU, 2.6]). More precisely we can find a canonical cartesian diagram
(X,MX)
f

// (X,M ♯X)
f♯

(S,MS) // (S,M
♯
S)
with the right vertical morphism special and the horizontal arrows inducing iso-
morphisms on the underlying schemes. Hence it is harmless to assume speciality if
we are only interested in the geometry of the underlying scheme.
1.2. Aligned curves. In the paper [Ho14] D. Holmes introduces a class of semistable
curves for which the Ne´ron model of the jacobian of the smooth locus is repre-
sentable by an algebraic space. He calls these curves aligned. Let us recall this
construction. Consider S a regular scheme and C → S be a semistable curve over
S. For any geometric point s¯ ∈ S, the fiber Cs¯ is a semistable curve. Let Γs¯ be
the dual intersection graph of Cs¯. For any edge e of Γs¯, corresponding to a node
c ∈ Cs¯ we can find an element α ∈ mOetS,s¯ such that we have an isomorphism
(1.2) ÔC,c ∼= ÔS,s¯[[x, y]]/(xy − α).
The element α is not unique but the ideal
αOetS,s
is unique. In particular for any edge e ∈ Γs¯ we get a well defined element in the
monoid
L = OetS,s¯/O
et,×
S,s¯
This gives us a so called L-edge labelling, namely a map
l : E → L
where E is the set of edges of Γs¯.
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Definition 1.8 ([Ho14]). Let M be a commutative monoid and (Γ, l,M) be a
graph with an M edge labelling. We say that (Γ, l,M) is aligned if for any circuit
H in Γ and any pairs of edges e1, e2 in H there exist positive integers n1, n2 such
that
n1l(e1) = n2l(e2)
Given S a regular scheme, C → S a family of semistable curves and a geometric
point s¯ ∈ S we say that C is aligned at s¯ if the triple (Γs¯, l,OetS,s¯/O
et,×
S,s¯ ) defined
before is aligned.
We say that a family of semistable curves C → S is aligned if it is aligned at any
geometric point s¯ ∈ S.
Given a log semistable curve (C,MC)→ (S,MS) we call it aligned if the underlying
morphism of schemes C → S is aligned.
Remark 1.9. When S is the spectrum of a discrete valuation ring and the curve
is generically smooth then the alignment condition is automatically satisfied.
The notion of alignment is important in the study of the Ne´ron model for families
of curves over regular base with dimension bigger than one. We recall now the
following important facts.
Theorem 1.10 ([Ho14]). Let S be a regular scheme and C → S be a proper family
of semistable curves over S. Let U ⊂ S be a schematically dense open subscheme
and assume that the curve CU obtained by base changing to U is smooth. Let Pic
[0]
C/S
be the closure of Pic0CU/U in PicC/S and clo(eU ) be the closure of the identity section
eU ∈ Pic
0
CU/U in Pic
[0]
C/S.
(1) The following are equivalent:
(i) the algebraic space clo(eU ) is e´tale over S;
(ii) the algebraic space clo(eU ) is flat over S;
(iii) the family of curves C → S is aligned.
(2) If the jacobian Pic0CU/U admits a Ne´ron model over S then C → S is
aligned.
(3) If C is regular and the family is aligned then the jacobian Pic0CU/U admits
a Ne´ron model over S and the Ne´ron model is isomorphic to the quotient
Pic
[0]
C/S/clo(eU ).
Definition 1.11. Define E to be the schematic closure in PicC/S of the unity
section in PicCU/U .
Since in our case PicC/S is representable by an algebraic space in groups locally
of finite type we have that E is also representable by an algebraic space in groups
locally of finite type. From the inclusions E ⊂ Pic
[0]
C/S ⊂ PicC/S we have that
E = clo(eU )
Corollary 1.12. Under the alignment hypothesis of the previous theorem the alge-
braic group space E is e´tale over S. Furthermore in this case PicC/S/E is a Ne´ron
model of PicCU/U if C is regular.
Proof. Once we know that E is e´tale over S, that C is regular and that PicC/S is
smooth then the proof that PicC/S/E is a Ne´ron model is the same argument given
in [Ho14] and we don’t repeat it here. 
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2. The Log Picard functor
First we need some definitions and facts.
Definition 2.1. Let f : X → S be a proper morphism of finite presentation.
We call the morphism f cohomologically flat in dimension zero over S if the
formation of f∗OX commutes with every base change over S.
Remark 2.2. In the case of flat families of proper curves this happens if for example
S is reduced and the dimension of the vector spaces H1(Xs,OXs) is constant. For
families of semistable curves as in our situation we are in a better situation, namely
the cohomological flatness in dimension zero follows because the families are flat
and with reduced geometric fibers ([EGA, III, 7.8.6]).
Having fixed a log scheme (S,MS), we consider the category (Sch/S) inside the
category of log schemes as follows: let g : T → S be a morphism then we put on T
the log structure g∗MS .
Remark 2.3. Observe that given a strict morphism (T, g∗MS) → (S,MS) and
a fs log scheme (X,MX) over (S,MS) then the fiber product (XT ,MXT ) in the
category of fine and saturated log schemes coincides with the fiber product in the
category of log schemes.
In order to distinguish from the classical cohomological flatness we recall the fol-
lowing notion which unfortunately is also called cohomological flatness in dimension
zero in [Ol04].
Definition 2.4 ([Ol04] 4.3). A morphism (X,MX) → (S,MS) of log schemes is
called log cohomologically flat if for any affine nilpotent closed immersion
Spec(A0)→ Spec(A)
over S defined by a square zero ideal, the natural map
H0(XA,M
gp
XA
)→ H0(XA0 ,M
gp
XA0
)
is surjective.
Definition 2.5. (1) Given a morphism of log schemes
f : (X,MX)→ (S,MS)
the log Picard stack is the stack on Sch/S with respect to the e´tale
topology corresponding to the groupoid whose fiber over a scheme g : T → S
is defined by
PiclogX/S(T ) := {M
gp
XT
-torsors on (XT )et}
(2) the log Picard functor, denoted with PiclogX/S , is the e´tale sheafification
on (Sch/S)et of the functor of isomorphism classes for the log Picard stack.
(3) let Pic
log,[0]
X/S be the substack whose fiber on a scheme T over S is the
groupoid of MgpXT -torsors P such that P ×
MgpXT M
gp
XT is e´tale locally on
T trivial.
(4) let Pic
log,[0]
X/S be the e´tale sheafification of isomorphism classes in Pic
log,[0]
X/S .
We have at our disposal the following representability result.
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Theorem 2.6 ([Ol04] 4.6,[O]). Let f : (X,MX)→ (T,MT ) be a proper, log smooth
and special morphism with semistable geometric fibers. If the morphism is also log
cohomologically flat then Pic
log,[0]
X/S is representable by an algebraic space.
Proof. There is a small mistake in [Ol04] concerning the algebraization statement.
Namely the last part of lemma 4.18 is not true in general. M. Olsson informed me
that the proof of [Ol04, 4.6] works for Pic
log,[0]
X/S (we don’t need lemma 4.18 in this
case). 
2.1. Preliminary observations. Let us fix a base scheme log (S,MS) and a mor-
phism of log schemes f : (C,MC) → (S,MS). Consider the exact sequence of
sheaves on C for the e´tale topology
0→ O×C →M
gp
C →M
gp
C → 0
This gives us a long exact sequence
(2.1) . . .→ f∗M
gp
C
δ
→ R1f∗O
×
C → R
1f∗M
gp
C → R
1f∗M
gp
C → . . .
of sheaves in groups. This sequence is functorial with respect to base change T → S
and in this way we obtain a sequence on the big e´tale site of S. Our approach is to
study the representability of the log Picard functor by analyzing the representability
of the elements in this complex. We start now with a general theorem in the special
case which characterizes the log cohomological flatness.
Theorem 2.7. Let f : (C,MC) → (S,MS) be a special, log semistable curve with
S excellent. Let K be the kernel of the morphism PicC/S → Pic
log
C/S induced by the
sequence 2.1. The following are equivalent:
(1) K is representable by an algebraic space e´tale over S;
(2) the morphism f : (C,MC)→ (S,MS) is log cohomologically flat.
If one of the previous condition is satisfied then Pic
log,[0]
C/S is representable by an
algebraic space smooth over S.
Proof. The last representability statement follows from theorem 2.6. Smoothness is
discussed later. Let us first prove the following lemma which also works for families
with fibers of dimension bigger than one.
Lemma 2.8. Let (X,MX) → (S,MS) be a proper, log smooth, special morphism
with semistable geometric fibers and assume that S is excellent. The e´tale sheaves
R1f∗M
gp
X and f∗M
gp
X considered as sheaves on (Sch/S)et are representable by al-
gebraic spaces in groups which are locally separated and e´tale over S.
Proof. First we are going to verify the conditions of Artin’s representability theorem
in the form of theorem 5.3 in [A2] for the sheaves f∗M
gp
X and R
1f∗M
gp
X . Observe
that in loc. cit. Artin restricts to the case in which the scheme S is of finite type over
a field or over an excellent Dedekind domain in order to obtain the algebraization
property. It has been shown in [C-deJ] that this condition can be omitted. We can
apply Artin theorem also in the case that S is assumed to be only excellent.
Condition [0′] follows because there is no difference between e´tale and flat log
structure ([Ol03, A.1]) hence we have that f∗M
gp
X and R
1f∗M
gp
X are sheaves in the
fppf topology.
Let us see that the functors are limit preserving. Take an inductive family {Ai}
of noetherian rings over S. Take a system Ti := Spec(Ai), T = lim←−
Ti, fi : Xi → Ti,
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ui : T → Ti the projection morphism, X = lim←−
Xi and analogously for the log
structures. Using [SGA, 4, Exp. VII, 5.11] we see that the morphisms
lim
−→
u∗iR
nfi,∗M
gp
Xi(Si)→ R
nf∞,∗M
gp
X∞(S)
are bijective for all n ≥ 0 in particular condition [1′] is also satisfied.
The sheaf M
gp
X is a constructible sheaf of Z-modules by [Ol03, 3.5 ii]. Since the
morphism f is proper and special if we take the base change to an affine scheme T ,
which is the spectrum of a complete local ring with separably closed residue field,
we have a decomposition
H0(T,MT ) ∼=
⊕
ci∈Conn(X0)
Nnci
and
M
gp
XT
∼=
⊕
c∈Conn(X0)
M
gp
c
where Conn(X0) denotes the set of connected components of the singular locus of
the special fiber X0, and Mc are “the branches at c” defined as follows
Mc :=
{
x ∈MX0 such that e´tale locally
exists y ∈MX0 with x+ y ∈ (nc)
}
Write T = Spec(A) and let tc ∈ A the function corresponding to the component
c ∈ Conn(XA). The sheaf M
gp
c is supported on tc = 0 so we can assume that in
A all tc are zero. Let Zc be the corresponding connected component of the locus
where f is not smooth. If z ∈ Zc then, e´tale locally, around z the scheme XA is
isomorphic to
Spec
(
A[x1, . . . , xn]/(x1 · · ·xr)
)
for some r ≤ n and z corresponds to the origin. Let Jc be the ideal corresponding
to Zc, i.e. locally given by
(x1 · · · xˆi · · ·xr)
r
i=1
as in 1.1 and we define
νc : X˜A,c → XA
as the proper transform of the blow-up of XA at Jc. On XA the sheaf M
gp
c is
isomorphic to νc,∗Z.
The same argument repeats whenever we base change with an affine artinian thick-
ening over S
Spec(A)→ S
In particular, given a surjective morphism A → A0 of artinian S-algebras, with
square zero kernel, we have that the map
(2.2) H0(XA,M
gp
XA)→ H
0(XA0 ,M
gp
XA0
)
is an isomorphism. Indeed by the previous decomposition over complete local rings
we have that the group
H0(XA0 ,M
gp
XA0
)
is isomorphic to direct sum of copies of Z indexed by Conn(X0). Since for proper
morphisms the set of connected components does not changes under nilpotent thick-
enings ([SGA, 4, XII, 5.7]) we obtain the claim. This also shows that the sheaf
associated to f∗M
gp
X is formally e´tale over S.
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Furthermore the previous argument implies condition [2′] for
f∗M
gp
X
Let A be a complete, local noetherian ring with maximal ideal m over S. Let
An := A/m
n. We have proper transforms
νc,n : X˜An,c → XAn
First observe that since νc,n is finite then H
1(XAn , νc,n,∗Z) = H
1(X˜An,c,Z). Fur-
thermore we have
(2.3) H1(X˜An,c,Z) = H
1(X˜A0,c,Z)
Indeed since the morphism in : X˜A0,c → X˜An,c is purely inseparable we have that
H1(X˜A0,c, i
∗
nZ) = H
1(X˜An,c,Z)
and since i∗nZ = Z we have 2.3. In particular using the decomposition MXAn =⊕
νc,n,∗Z we obtain
H1(XAn ,M
gp
XAn
) = H1(XA0 ,M
gp
XA0
)
For A complete local ring we need to argue a bit differently because the morphism
in : X˜A0,c → X˜A,c is not purely inseparable. Set Y = X˜A,c (resp. Yn = X˜An,c) and
let µ : Y˜ → Y (resp. µn : Y˜n → Yn) be the strict transform of the blow up at all
connected components of the singular locus. By [SGA, 4, IX, 3.6] H1(Y˜ ,Z) (resp.
H1(Y˜n,Z)) are trivial. Consider the cokernel Q (resp. Qn) defined by the sequence
0→ Z→ µ∗Z→ Q→ 0
(resp.
0→ Z→ µn,∗Z→ Qn → 0
) We have then a commutative diagram
0 // H0(Y,Z) //

H0(Y˜ ,Z) //

H0(Y,Q) //

H1(Y,Z) //

0
0 // H0(Yn,Z) // H
0(Y˜n,Z) // H
0(Yn, Qn) // H
1(Yn,Z) // 0
The vertical arrows on the H0 are isomorphisms because we get direct sums of
the group Z indexed by sets which depend only on connected components and on
connected components of the singular locus of Y0. This implies that H
1(Y,Z) ∼=
H1(Yn,Z). Summarizing we obtain
(2.4) lim
←−
H1(XAn ,M
gp
XAn
) = H1(XA,M
gp
XA)
and condition [2′] is satisfied by
R1f∗M
gp
X
The sheaf f∗M
gp
X also satisfies condition [2
′]. The proof is similar and we omit it.
The same argument works if we replace the morphisms An+1 → An by artinian
thickenings B → A. This tells us that the sheaf associated to R1f∗M
gp
X is formally
e´tale over S.
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We are now going to check [3′]. Let A0 be local henselian over S. Assume we have
two sections ξ1 and ξ2 of f∗M
gp
X (Spec(A0)) coinciding on a point x ∈ Spec(A0).
Since we are in a group functor we can consider the difference
s = ξ1 − ξ2 ∈ H
0(XA0 ,M
gp
XA0
)
Now the set of points in XA0 where s is the trivial element in the sheaf M
gp
XA0 ,x
is
a non empty open W ⊂ XA0 because by [Ol03, 3.5] it is constructible and stable
under generalization. Let Z = XA0 \W . By properness of f we have that f(Z) is
closed. Its complementary V is then open and non empty because it contains x.
Over the open V the element s is zero and the two sections coincide. Since we are
looking for open subschemes we can always base change to the henselianization at
points and apply the previous argument there to check that the locus where two
sections coincide is open.
Consider now [3]′(a). For the sheaf f∗M
gp
X the previous argument applies. Let us
considerR1f∗M
gp
X . Since the statement is true at the closed point a ∈ Spec(A0) and
A0 is a discrete valuation ring it is enough to find an open for which the statement
is true. It is enough to check this over the strict henselianization Ah of A0 at the
closed point a of Spec(A0). Using the proper base change theorem in the form of
[SGA, 4, Exp. XII, 5.5] we have an inclusion
R1f∗M
gp
X (A
h) = H1(XAh ,M
gp
X
Ah
) →֒ H1(Xa,M
gp
Xa)
hence the two torsors coincide globally.
Let us check [3]′(b). For the sheaf f∗M
gp
X there are no problems by the same
argument as before. Let us consider R1f∗M
gp
X . Again it is enough to check the
statement after base change to the henselianization. If x denotes one of the points
in the dense set and Ax denotes the strict henselianization of A0 at x it is enough
to find an open x ∈ V ⊂ Spec(Ax) where the statement is true. We apply as before
the proper base change theorem and we get V = Spec(Ax).
From conditions 2.2 and formal e´taleness of R1f∗M
gp
X we get that the module of
the deformation theory is the zero module for both functors. Furthermore obstruc-
tion theory is also trivial. In particular conditions [4′] and [5′] are also satisfied
by both functors. The absence of obstructions to lift over infinitesimal thickenings
and trivial deformation theory tells us that the corresponding algebraic spaces are
e´tale over S.

Let us see (1)⇒ (2). Since we assume that K is e´tale over S then the quotient
PicC/S/K is representable by an algebraic space over S. Using the previous lemma
we have a sequence
(2.5) 0→ PicC/S/K → Pic
log
C/S → R
1f∗M
gp
C
with left and right member being algebraic spaces in groups. Since R1f∗M
gp
C is
e´tale over S it is not difficult to see that the connected component of the identity
R1f∗M
gp,0
C = 0S . This implies that we have isomorphisms of sheaves
(2.6) Pic
log,[0]
C/S = Pic
log
C/S ×R1f∗MgpC R
1f∗M
gp,0
C = PicC/S/K
Hence Pic
log,[0]
C/S is an algebraic space in groups. The open immersion R
1f∗M
gp,0
C →
R1f∗M
gp
C is e´tale hence from 2.6 we have that Pic
log,[0]
C/S → Pic
log
C/S is formally e´tale.
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Given an artinian thickening A→ A0 of rings over S with square zero kernel I,
we have the log exponential sequence ([Ol04, 4.12.1])
(2.7) 0→ OCA0 ⊗ I →M
gp
CA
→MgpCA0
→ 0
Using the log and the classical exponential sequence and the fact that
H2(Cs,OCs) = 0
over fibers s ∈ S we see that PicC/S , Pic
log
C/S and Pic
log,[0]
C/S are formally smooth over
S. Given an artinian thickening
A→ A0
over S as before and a sheaf G on (Sch/S)et we have a canonical map
G(Spec(A))→ G(Spec(A0))
Assume now that G is a sheaf in groups and define a functor over artinian thicken-
ings with square zero kernel
A→ A0
over S as
Lie(G)(A→ A0) := ker(G(Spec(A))→ G(Spec(A0))
Given a morphism of group sheaves f : F → G we obtain a morphism
Lie(F )(A→ A0)→ Lie(G)(A→ A0)
Lemma 2.9. Let f : F → G be a formally e´tale morphism of group sheaves S then
for any artinian thickening A→ A0 over S with square zero kernel the induced map
Lie(F )(A→ A0)→ Lie(G)(A→ A0)
is an isomorphism.
Proof. This is an easy exercise.

Since Pic
log,[0]
C/S → Pic
log
C/S is formally e´tale we have by the previous lemma
Lie(Pic
log,[0]
C/S ) = Lie(Pic
log
C/S)
The same lemma and the fact that we are assuming that K is an e´tale group
over S imply
Lie(PicC/S) = Lie(PicC/S/K)
Combining these facts we obtain for any artinian thickening A → A0 over S with
square zero kernel that the canonical morphism
(2.8) Lie(PicC/S)(A→ A0)→ Lie(Pic
log
C/S)(A→ A0)
induced by the sequence 2.5 is an isomorphism. Using this sequence and the classical
exponential sequence we can read the morphism
Lie(PicC/S)(A→ A0)→ Lie(Pic
log
C/S)(A→ A0)
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from the diagram
(2.9) H0(CA0 ,GmCA0 )
a

// H0(CA0 ,M
gp
CA0
)
b

H1(CA0 ,OCA0 ⊗ I)

// H1(CA0 ,OCA0 ⊗ I)

H1(CA,GmCA)

// H1(CA,M
gp
CA
)

H1(CA0 ,GmCA0 )
// H1(CA0 ,M
gp
CA0
)
Namely we have
Lie(PiclogC/S)(A→ A0) = H
1(CA0 ,OCA0 ⊗ I)/im(b)
and
Lie(PicC/S)(A→ A0) = H
1(CA0 ,OCA0 ⊗ I)/im(a)
In particular isomorphism 2.8 gives an isomorphism between the module
H1(CA0 ,OCA0 ⊗ I)/im(a)
and the module
H1(CA0 ,OCA0 ⊗ I)/im(b)
Remember now that by [EGA, III, 7.8.6] or [B-L-R, 8.1.8] the functor
T → Γ(CT ,OCT )
is represented by a vector bundle V over S if and only if f : C → S is cohomologi-
cally flat in dimension zero. In this case the subfunctor
Γ(O∗C) : T → Γ(CT ,O
∗
CT )
is represented by an open subgroup scheme ([B-L-R, 8.2.10]). In particular since
our family is (classically) cohomologically flat in dimension zero, the functor Γ(O∗C)
is smooth because it is an open of a smooth functor. As consequence the morphism
a in diagram 2.9 has to be zero because smoothness implies the absence of obstruc-
tions to lift over infinitesimal thickenings. In this way we get an isomorphism
H1(CA0 ,OCA0 ⊗ I)
∼=
→ H1(CA0 ,OCA0 ⊗ I)/im(b)
But this implies that b is the zero map, in particular from the sequence
H0(CA,M
gp
CA
)→ H0(CA0 ,M
gp
CA0
)
b
→ H1(CA0 ,OCA0 ⊗ I)
we obtain log cohomological flatness.
Let us prove that (2)⇒ (1). Observe that (2) together with theorem 2.6 implies
that Pic
log,[0]
C/S is an algebraic space over S. Since kernels of morphisms of algebraic
spaces in groups are representable then also K is representable by an algebraic
space over S. The morphism induced by δ
(2.10) f∗M
gp
C/S → K → 0
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is unramified. Indeed we have a surjection
Ω1
f∗M
gp
C/S/S
→ Ω1
f∗M
gp
C/S/K
→ 0
and Ω1
f∗M
gp
C/S/S
= 0 by e´taleness of f∗M
gp
C/S over S. If we can show that the
morphism in 2.10 is flat then K → S would be e´tale because e´taleness descends
from flat covers.
Consider the group algebraic spaceK ′ = ker(δ). Since we have an exact sequence
0→ K ′ → f∗M
gp
C/S → K → 0
and the morphism 2.10 is unramified then also K ′ → S is unramified. To show
that the morphism 2.10 is flat it is enough to show that K ′ → S is flat. We have a
surjection of e´tale sheaves
(2.11) f∗M
gp
C/S → K
′ → 0
Observe that f∗M
gp
C/S is representable by an algebraic space over S because f∗Gm
and K ′ are representable and f∗Gm is smooth over S ([A2, 7.3]). By log cohomo-
logical flatness we have that f∗M
gp
C/S is formally smooth over S. Since K
′ → S is
formally unramified and the morphism in 2.11 is surjective for the e´tale topology
it is easy to see that K ′ → S is also formally e´tale. But then K ′ is e´tale, hence flat
over S. This proves the implication (2)⇒ (1) in theorem 2.7. 
2.2. The case of aligned curves. We show now a nice consequence of the align-
ment condition.
Theorem 2.10. Let (S,MS) be a log scheme such that S is regular. Assume that
the log structure MS is trivial on a schematically dense open U ⊂ S. Let
f : (C,MC)→ (S,MS)
be a special, aligned and log semistable curve over (S,MS), strict over U ⊂ S.
Then the morphism f : (C,MC)→ (S,MS) is log cohomologically flat and the sheaf
Pic
log,[0]
C/S is representable by an algebraic space smooth over S.
Proof. Once we have representability the smoothness statement has already been
discussed. Consider the sheaf K = im(f∗M
gp
C → PicC/S) = ker(PicC/S → Pic
log
C/S).
Since f∗M
gp
C and PicC/S are representable then K is an algebraic space over S.
Lemma 2.11. Under the hypothesis of the theorem the sheaf K is an algebraic
space e´tale over S.
Proof. The space f∗M
gp
C is e´tale over S by lemma 2.8 and in particular f∗M
gp
C is
reduced. From this follows that the image of the morphism
δ : f∗M
gp
C → PicC/S
is also reduced. This morphism is also unramified by e´taleness of f∗M
gp
C over S.
By the alignment hypothesis we have that E is e´tale over S (theorem 1.10). Over
the open U ⊂ S the log structure is trivial hence there is no difference between
MgpCU and Gm,CU . In this way we get isomorphisms
f∗M
gp
C |U
∼=
→ K|U
∼=
→ E|U ∼= eU
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and
PicC/S |U
∼= Pic
log
C/S |U
It is enough to prove that we have a factorization
f∗M
gp
C/S
δ //
##
PicC/S
E
<<
②
②
②
②
②
②
②
②
for the boundary morphism δ. Indeed assuming this then by alignment E is e´tale
over S but then the morphism
f∗M
gp
C/S → E
is also e´tale. Since e´taleness descends from flat coverings we must have that also
K is e´tale over S. To show the factorization it is enough to show that for any
s ∈ S we have such factorization. Since algebraic spaces in groups over fields are
representable by group schemes we have that f∗M
gp
Cs and PicCs/s are group schemes
locally of finite type over s. We can even assume that s is a geometric point. Then
by very density of s-points and the fact that K and E are reduced it is enough to
prove that set theoretically we have
(2.12) δs(f∗M
gp
Cs)(s) ⊂ Es(s)
We have already seen that this is true at fibers over points s ∈ U . Take a
geometric point s ∈ S \ U .
Let V = Spec(R) with R a strictly henselian discrete valuation ring with alge-
braically closed residue field (isomorphic to the residue field of s) and V → S be a
morphism mapping the closed point v ∈ V to s and the generic point η to U . Since
E is e´tale then also the base change EV → V is e´tale. The morphism E → PicC/S
is a closed immersion hence the base change morphism EV → PicCV /V is a closed
immersion too. Since the preimage of U in V is schematically dense in V and EV is
flat over V we have that the preimage of the generic point η is schematically dense
in EV . In particular EV is isomorphic the closure of the unit section of PicCη/η in
PicCV .
Let now D be the group of Cartier divisors on CV whose support is concentrated
in the special fiber of CV and D0 be the subgroup of principal divisors.
By [Ra, 6.1.3] and [Ra, 6.4.1] over discrete valuation rings there are identifications
(2.13) EV (v) = EV (V ) = D/D0
At this point the inclusion 2.12 follows by an easy calculation with Cˇech cohomology
or by the characterization of the morphism δ given in [Ol04, 3.2, 3.3]. Let us review
this. We consider two different log structures: the special on (C,MC) → (V,MV )
and the divisorial one (C,M †C)/(V,M
†
V ) induced from the special fiber. Similar as
in [Ol04, 3.2, 3.3] and in section 1.1 of this paper we have a commutative diagram
0 // O×C
//
=

MgpC
//

⊕νc,∗Z //

0
0 // O×C
// M †,gpC
// ν∗Z // 0
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where νc : C˜c,v → Cv is the partial normalization of the special fiber Cv at the node
c and ν : C˜v → Cv is the normalization of the special fiber. Denote with Pic
†,log
CV /V
the log Picard functor constructed using the M †CV log structure. The previous
diagram gives us
(2.14)
Pic
log,[0]
CV /V
i

. . . // f∗M
gp
CV
δV //

PicCV /V
//
=

::
✉
✉
✉
✉
✉
✉
✉
✉
✉
✉
PiclogCV /V
//
p

R1f∗M
gp
CV
//

. . .
. . . // f∗M
†,gp
CV
δ† // PicCV /V
// Pic†,logCV /V
// R1f∗ν∗Z
(∗)
= 0
Where (*) follows from [SGA, 4, IX 3.6]. The morphism δV has then the following
factorization
(2.15) f∗M
gp
CV

δV // PicCV /V
∼=

Z♯{connected components of C˜v}
** **
δ† // PicCV /V
D/D0 = EV (v)
77
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
where the middle horizontal morphism sends an irreducible component Z of C˜v to
a line bundle LZ on Cv having the following properties. Let Z¯ be the image of Z
in Cv. For every irreducible component Y of Cv different from Z¯ we have
LZ |Y ∼= OY (−DY,Z)
where DY,Z = Z¯ ∩ Y and
LZ |Z¯ = OZ¯(
∑
Y 6=Z¯
DY,Z)
This together with 2.13 shows inclusion 2.12 and the proof of the lemma is complete.

The lemma and theorem 2.7 complete the proof of 2.10. 
The proof of lemma 2.11 shows that under the hypothesis of theorem 2.10 the
whole sheaf PiclogC/S is slightly more separated than PicC/S . Suppose that the curve
is aligned so that E is e´tale over S. By log cohomological flatness we have that the
morphism
PicC/S → Pic
log,[0]
C/S
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is e´tale. The quotient F = E/K is then representable by an algebraic space and
this is a subgroup of Pic
log,[0]
C/S e´tale over S. In particular the sheaf Pic
log,[0]
C/S /F is
representable by an algebraic space which is smooth over S. Since we have already
seen that Pic
log,[0]
C/S = PicC/S/K we have
Pic
log,[0]
C/S /F = (PicC/S/K)/(E/K) = PicC/S/E
This implies that Pic
log,[0]
C/S /F is a separated algebraic space over S. From this
follows that F is a closed subgroup of PiclogC/S and it is e´tale over S. Let t : F → S
be the structure morphism. Since U is schematically dense in S and F/S is e´tale
we have that t−1U = eU is schematically dense in F . It follows that F is the closure
in Pic
log,[0]
C/S of the unit section eU ∈ Pic
log,[0]
CU/U
= PicCU/U . This implies that
Pic
log,[0]
C/S /F
is the maximal separated quotient of Pic
log,[0]
C/S . Because of this the next definition
is well posed.
Definition 2.12. Let f : (C,MC)→ (S,MS) be a family of curves as in theorem
2.10.
(1) Define Qlog as the maximal separated quotient of Pic
log,[0]
C/S .
(2) Suppose that S is the spectrum of a discrete valuation ring. Let C/S be a
proper family of nodal curves with smooth generic fiber. Define
f † : (C,M †C)→ (S,M
†
S)
be the morphism of log schemes such that the log structure is the divisorial
one induced by the special fiber. In this situation define Piclog,†C/S to be the
e´tale sheaf whose section over a scheme T/S are given by
Piclog,†C/S (T ) = H
0
et(T,R
1f †T,∗M
†,gp
CT
)
Theorem 2.13. Let f : (C,MC)→ (S,MS) as in theorem 2.10. Then
(1) the maximal separated quotient Qlog of Pic
log,[0]
C/S exists and if C is regular
then it is a Ne´ron model for PicCU/U ;
(2) the algebraic space Qlog has the property that for any discrete valuation ring
V and morphism T = Spec(V )→ S mapping the generic point to the open
U there is a canonical isomorphism of group functors
QlogT
∼= Pic
log,†
CT /T
where QlogT = Q
log ×S T .
Proof. Existence in part (1) has already been discussed before definition 2.12.
Corollary 1.12 implies that if C is regular then Qlog is a Ne´ron model of PicCU/U .
Part (2) follows from diagram 2.15 and from the surjectivity of the composition p◦i
in diagram 2.14 once we observe that the formation of Pic
log,[0]
C/S commutes with base
change and that e´taleness of E implies that the pull back of E to T is isomorphic
to the closure of the unit section of PicCη/η in PicCT /T . 
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Corollary 2.14. Given a proper nodal curve over the spectrum of a discrete val-
uation ring T with smooth generic fiber Cη then the sheaf Pic
log,†
C/T is representable
by an algebraic group which is smooth and separated over T . If C is regular then
Piclog,†C/T is isomorphic to the classical Ne´ron model of PicCη/η.
Proof. A curve as in the statement is automatically aligned. The corollary follows
then from part (1) and (2) of the previous theorem and from [Anan] the´ore`me
4.B. 
We give now a partial converse of theorem 2.10 by showing that a priori alignment
is a stronger condition than log cohomological flatness.
Corollary 2.15. Let (S,MS) be a log scheme with S regular. Let f : (C,MC) →
(S,MS) be a special, log semistable curve. Suppose there exists a schematically open
dense U ⊂ S such that the morphism is strict over U and MU is trivial. Suppose
that the family is log cohomologically flat, that Qlog exists and that the quotient
morphism q : Pic
log,[0]
C/S → Q
log is flat then the family of curves C → S is aligned
and Qlog is smooth over S.
Proof. By log cohomological flatness Pic
log,[0]
C/S is a smooth algebraic space over S and
the morphism PicC/S → Pic
log,[0]
C/S is e´tale. Consider the composition p : PicC/S →
Pic
log,[0]
C/S → Q
log. Since q is flat by assumption this implies that p is flat. Let
F = ker(p). This is an algebraic space flat over S and the inclusion F → PicC/S is
a closed immersion because Qlog is separated over S. Since F |U is the unit section
we must have
E ⊂ F
Let t : F → S be the structure morphism. Since this is flat then the open E|U =
eU = F |U = t−1U is schematically dense in F . This implies that E = F . Since
now E is flat over S we can use theorem 1.10 to conclude that the curve C/S is
aligned and that F is e´tale over S. Since PicC/S is smooth and Q
log = PicC/S/F
then Qlog is smooth over S. 
We conclude by giving an easy consequence of theorem 2.10.
Corollary 2.16. Let (S,MS) be a log scheme such that S is excellent and regular in
codimension 1 and that the log structure is trivial on a schematically dense, regular
open subscheme U ⊂ S. Let
f : (C,MC)→ (S,MS)
be a special, log semistable curve, whose underlying scheme map is smooth over
U , and such that the log structure on C is trivial on f−1U . There exists an open
U ⊂ V ⊂ S, whose complementary is of codimension at least 2 in S, such that
Pic
log,[0]
CV /V
is representable by a smooth algebraic space in groups.
Proof. Since S is excellent and it has a non empty open regular subscheme, the
regular locus is a non empty open in S and it has complementary of codimension
at least 2 (by regularity in codimension one). In particular after shrinking we
can assume that S is regular. By the regularity hypothesis on U we still have
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U ⊂ S. Furthermore outside codimension at least 2 the alignment condition is
always satisfied in our situation. Hence shrinking again we can assume that C → S
is aligned. Using theorem 2.10 we have that Pic
log,[0]
C/S is representable. 
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